
Sangay survived - the first time
Terris Moore

In August 1976, English readers in the UK were shocked to see on the front pages of
their newspapers: 'Volcano Britons Missing: Two Hurt, Four Vanish As Crater
Erupts'. And then some day later: ' ... El Sangay, fire-breathing giant of the
Ecuadorean Andes ... the highest consistently active volcano in the world ... six
Englishmen set off from their base camp for a scientific expedition', partially financed
by the Royal Geographical Society and the Mount Everest Foundation. 'Within
seven days two of them were dead and three seriously injured'. Then 2 years later
their expedition book appeared, with all the details complete: Sangay Survived.

Since that spectacular event I have often been asked: 'Was it like that when you
climbed the mountain in 1929-' The answer is: 'No, not at all. The volcano was
quiet; we were not threatened. But most different lthink, those were still the days of
exploration mountaineering: no helicopters, nor field radios to call helicopters in
together with all the instant back-up ofcivilization they bring. Like other exploration
mountaineering parties of our day, when you were weeks out in the wilderness you
were entirely on your own'.

Perhaps we did not realize sufficiently then, half a century ago, when making the
first ascent of this remarkable 5300m equatOrial mountain, how lucky we were. We
had, to be sure, quite a body of long past, supposed histOry of eruptions of this
volcano, seen from afar. But, frankly, at the time, we considered some of these to be
considerably exagger'ated: accounts of live fish being thrown out, and the like l And I
remember few, if any, expression of concern about possible eruptions from our
expedition leader Robert T. Moore (my father), while we were in the field. In his first
published account after our return, he say virtually nothing about them though in
his final, 20 years-after-the-event piece, I note he does make much of past eruptions.
Perhaps in the interval more reliable history had become available.

Then 47 and a research associate in vertebrate zoology at the California Institute of
Technology, our leader had a special interest in the Trochilidae (hummingbirds). He
had made a start with his field work on these in Ecuador, in 1927, with the assistance
of Waddell Austin (my step-brother), a University of California graduate. ow for
the next season, 1929, my father proposed to extend his field reconnaissance of the
Trochilidae into an un mapped and zoologically unexplored altiplano region;
2700-3000m high and uninhabited by humans then, this extended E, an uncertain
distance in those days, from the 4000m continental divide of the Andes, out to the
Sangay volcano towering over the Amazon basin far below. The area of his
explorations there is now known, in the 1976 book Sangay Survived, a. 'Moore's
Labyrinth' .

Inasmuch as I was completing my undergraduate college work in June that year,
how natural that my father should ask me, then 21, LO join his effort and help with the
zoological field work. My friend Lewis Thorne, then a senior at Yale, became our
fourth member. From my undergraduate background in geology, and the interest we
all shared in exploration mountaineering, we decided LO organize ourselves to include
a serious attempt for a first ascent of the nearby-if difficult LO reach-Sangay
volcano.

Carefully we studied Edward Whymper's classic and excellent book about the
Andes of Ecuador describing his expedition to Ecuador in 1879·80 for information
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/3 Sangay (This and n,xt 2 photos: 7erris Moo" col/fe/ion)

about our mountain: but found very lilllc. For though Whymper vi ited virtually all
the important mountain up and down the Andean chain in Ecuador, he never
approached more clo 'ely than within about 65km of Sangay. It ri es up so far out E
into the mazon ba in fr m the cre t of the continental divide, and all available travel
in tho e days (and in our) ran tortuously and , or up and down river valley
connecting with the Pacific 0 ean, but non E toward the Amazon.

astly more informative for us was the book entitled On The Trail of the nknown
publi hed in 1926, describing the only vi it which had ever been made by literate men
actually out on to the slopes of anga . Two Engli hmen, George Dyolt and Gilbert
John ton in 1925 climbed up to within hundreds offect below the summit crater. Thi
book (by Dyolt) about their approache to an ay provided all the information
nece ar for my father's proposed zoological reconnai ance there. And it al 0 fully
explain'd why DYOll and Johnston had so narrowly mis cd reaching and
photographing the inside of the still unknown high crater.

The rea on for their failure turn 'd out to be imple enough: climbing above 4500m
under an overhead equatorial sun, on snow without dark glas e , snow-blindness of
course resulted' Easy enough for u to remed this deficiency. Also wc obtained the
impression that Dyoll's la 'k of equipment for establishing an overnight camp at
around the 4250-4500m snowline had been a real handicap, requiring a very long da
to climb from a grass-hut base camp at around 3650m to thc summit's 5 OOm.

pparently he and Johnston did not have the essentials 'for abovc-thc-snow-line
camping: lent with scwn-in grounu shect, and Primu prc surc SlOve to mclt.now for
water. Scarcely could Dyoll and John ton be considered alpinists; nor indeed did
thcy profes to be. Jivaro head-hunter in Indian country along the upper Amazon
WCI' their greater interest and next ad enture, vividlv de 'cribed a they travelled and
photo raphed on their way down river on Out via Iquitos. and then Manaos on the
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/5 The first ascent of Sangay
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lower Amazon. Few made this kind of journey over half a century ago: their rare
book now qualifies as a documentary of life among theJivaros on the upper Amazon
in those days.

My own personal notes of our expedition in Ecuador a long half century ago,
confirm my memory that our 'first ascent' to the summit crater of Sangay-once we
had got to the mountain, the journey to it being the long drawn-out
problem-proved to be little more than a 2-day walk with occasional (and probably
unnecessary) step-cutting, up the gently inclined slopes of a quiet non-threatening
volcano. Grass-hut base at 3650m, snow-line tent at 4500m.

On 4 August, 1929, at about one hour past local solar noon, the 4 of us finally
reached the SW edge of the summit crater. At the great moment when we approached
to look within, we were met by invisible acrid fumes; and the snow we tasted there
seemed to be impregnated with what we guessed might be ammonium chloride. But
there was no real expertise among us for any such identification; nor were we
equipped to take proper samples of the saturated snow or of the gases. The reason for
this seeming inadequacy was our original idea: that if 1929 found us gaining the
summit, then from the operational experience obtained, we might return in an
ensuing season for properly organized scientific studies in vulcanology centered upon
the unique Sangay volcano-an idea never actually later pursued.

The sharp intensity of these invisible fumes repelled us as a gentle breeze from the
E blew them intermittently into our faces. Walking cautiously along the outside of the
rim clockwise-but briefly over the highest point for a summit picture-we observed
the crater to be an oval perhaps 250m long and two-thirds as wide, oriented along a
NW/SE axis. We continued on until we reached the crater's NNE radial. And about
here we began to encounter enough of a gentle breeze, now at our backs, to push the
choking fumes away so we could peer into and study the interior of the crater. Also
about this place we found ourselves approaching a break in the rim whose slopes were
sufficiently gentle to permit us to descend a short distance down that open side of the
crater. This we now began to do until increa ing heat in the volcanic ash on to which
we had stepped from the snow of the rim, warned us not to go further.

Gas fumes mixed with steam e) and smoke (?), producing opaque clouds here and
there within the crater, hindered photography at times. And whenever the gentle
breeze at our backs slackened, the onset of the fumes both visible and invisible, drove
us back for safety. We spent perhaps 3 hours in this manner, photographing the inside
and the edges of the crater. I estimated it to be perhaps 120-150m from the highest
point of the rim-on its W radial now opposite us-to the bottom of the pit; perhaps
still lOOm below us. At no time, looking down into this could I unmistakably perceive
flames or molten lava; but black-body radiant heat felt high. Actually, as our
photographs reproduced here show, some areas, within the pit but well up its sides,
were cool enough to support small accumulations of snow and ice. Indeed on our E
side some truly bizarre structures, one of which we called 'The Chrysanthemum',
had built up to dimensions which seemed to defy explanation as to how they could
survive, much less gain mass, in so hot an environment as the inside edge of the
crater. We speculated that perhaps this fantastic snow structure was being
maintained by an almost constant easterly airmass movement at 5200m-the very
breeze which permitted our exciting vi'sit to this extraordinary spot.
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